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The human sex chromosomes have stopped recombining gradually, which has left ﬁve evolutionary strata on the X
chromosome. Y inversions are thought to have suppressed X–Y recombination but clear evidence is missing. Here, we
looked for such evidence by focusing on a region—the X-added region (XAR)—that includes the pseudoautosomal
region and the most recent strata 3 to 5. We estimated and analyzed the whole set of parsimonious scenarios of Y
inversions given the gene order in XAR and its Y homolog. Comparing these to scenarios for simulated sequences
suggests that the strata 4 and 5 were formed by Y inversions. By comparing the X and Y DNA sequences, we found clear
evidence of two Y inversions associated with duplications that coincide with the boundaries of strata 4 and 5. Divergence
between duplicates is in agreement with the timing of strata 4 and 5 formation. These duplicates show a complex pattern
of gene conversion that resembles the pattern previously found for AMELXY, a stratum 3 locus. This suggests that this
locus—despite AMELY being unbroken—was possibly involved in a Y inversion that formed stratum 3. However, no
clear evidence supporting the formation of stratum 3 by a Y inversion was found, probably because this stratum is too old
for such an inversion to be detectable. Our results strongly support the view that the most recent human strata have arisen
by Y inversions and suggest that inversions have played a major role in the differentiation of our sex chromosomes.
Introduction
Chromosomal inversions are very common in animal,
fungal,andplantgenomes(Murphyetal.2005;Yogeeswaran
et al. 2005; Fischer et al. 2006; Ranz et al. 2007; Bhutkar
etal.2008).Althoughinversionshavereceivedlong-standing
attentioningenetics(Dobzhansky1950;CharlesworthBand
Charlesworth D 1973; Charlesworth 1974; Sperlich and
Pfriem 1986), the forces that establish inversions and
their evolutionary signiﬁcance remain poorly understood.
An important characteristic of inversions is that recombina-
tion is suppressed at the inverted regions in chromosomal
heterozygotes (Navarro et al. 1997; Andolfatto et al. 2001).
This makes inversions particularly prone to accumulating
mutations involved in local adaptation. Based on this, it has
been suggested that inversions could have a signiﬁcant
role in speciation (Noor et al. 2001; Otto and Barton 2001;
Rieseberg 2001; Navarro and Barton 2003; Kirkpatrick and
Barton 2006). Another possible case of the evolutionary
importanceofinversionsistheevolutionofsexdetermination
and sex chromosomes.
Well-differentiated sex chromosomes such as the hu-
man XY chromosomes do not recombine except in small
regions (called pseudoautosomal regions, PARs). Theory
predicts that recombination between newly formed sex
chromosomes should be suppressed at male-determining
genes so that they are genetically linked to the Y and no
neutral or hermaphroditic recombinants are formed (Nei
1969; Charlesworth D and Charlesworth B 1978). It is also
predicted that later in the evolution of the sex chromo-
somes, the accumulation of antagonistic genes (beneﬁcial
formalesanddeleteriousforfemales)shouldgraduallysup-
press recombination between X and Y, making the Y
chromosome a fully or almost fully nonrecombining chro-
mosome (Charlesworth et al. 2005).
In a pioneer work, Lahn and Page (1999) found that
synonymous divergence between X–Y homologous gene
pairs correlated with gene position on the X chromosome
in a stair-like shape. They took this as evidence that the hu-
man XY were originally recombining autosomes that grad-
ually stopped recombining, forming ‘‘evolutionary strata’’
(i.e., groups of genes which, because they do not recombine
anymore, start diverging at the same time). Because gene
order for those homologous gene pairs was found to be
completely different on the X and on the Y chromosomes,
they suggested that large Y inversions might have caused
the evolutionary strata. The XG gene that spans the current
pseudoautosomal boundary on the human X but is trun-
cated on the human Y ﬁts well with this idea.
Iwase et al. (2003) looked at Amelogenin, a gene that
they believed to be located on an ancient pseudoautosomal
boundary (strata 3/4) because the X–Y divergence drops
from 30% to 10% within this gene. However, this gene
was thought not to be involved in a Y inversion because
its Y copy (AMELY) is not truncated. The sequencing of
the euchromatic part of the human Y made the picture even
more blurred instead of clarifying it. Skaletsky et al. (2003)
reanalyzed XY gene pairs as in Lahn and Page (1999) with
more data but they did not ﬁnd four well-deﬁned strata as
in Lahn and Page (1999). The limits between strata seemed
to overlap, especially those of the most recent strata (3 and
4). Following this work, doubts were raised about the
Y inversion model put forward by Lahn and Page
Charlesworth et al. 2005). Chromosomal rearrangements
are known to accumulate at a faster rate in regions of re-
duced recombination. The rearrangements between X
and Y could well have postdated the formation of the strata
(and not predated it as expected in the Lahn and Page
model).
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human X, Amelogenin was dismissed as evidence against
the Y inversion model (Ross et al. 2005). Indeed, AMELX
and AMELY can undergo gene conversion, which could ex-
plain the Amelogenin peculiar X–Y divergence pattern
(Marais and Galtier 2003; Ross et al. 2005). Using the
GRIMM software, Ross et al. (2005) reported the ﬁrst at-
tempt to reconstruct the X–Y chromosomal rearrangements
and found a scenario consistent with strata 4 and 5, a new
stratum that they deﬁned. Inferring a scenario of inversions
is known to be a very challenging task when analyzing a se-
quence with relatively few markers and many inversions as
in the case of the XY chromosomes. GRIMM uses an al-
gorithm known to efﬁciently infer the minimum number of
inversions from one sequence to another. However,
GRIMM does not include any framework to ﬁnd and ana-
lyze all the optimal scenarios. It just gives one arbitrarily
drawn optimal scenario, which considerably weakens the
conclusions of Ross et al. (2005). Thus, evidence for the
model of the formation of the strata by Y inversions pro-
posed by Lahn and Page remains dubious.
The gradual loss of recombination that formed the
strata had a profound impact on the human Y degeneration.
The strata have different levels of degeneration (the most
recent ones being the least degenerate) and the level of dos-
age compensation, which is known to be a response to Y
degeneration, is correlated with the strata (the most recent
ones having fewer genes showing dosage compensation)
(Carrel and Willard 2005). The gradual loss of recombina-
tionbetweenoursexchromosomeshasenhanced somepro-
cesses of degeneration (genetic hitchhiking) over others
(Muller’s ratchet) compared with what would have hap-
pened if recombination had been stopped once (Bachtrog
2008). Evolutionary strata are not a bizarre feature of
our sex chromosomes. They have been found in other or-
ganisms such as mice (Sandstedt and Tucker 2004), cats
(Pearks Wilkerson et al. 2008), cattle (Van Laere et al.
2008), chicken (Handley et al. 2004; Nam and Ellegren
2008), and the plant Silene latifolia (Nicolas et al. 2005;
Bergero et al. 2007) and seem to be a general phenomenon
in heteromorphic sex chromosomes. Despite the impor-
tance of the strata for the biology and evolution of the
sex chromosomes in general, we still know very little on
how they are formed.
Here, our goal was to test whether the reconstruction
of the human X–Y chromosomal rearrangements ﬁts with
the currently deﬁned evolutionary strata in our species. We
focused on the X-added region (XAR, it is located on the X
p-arm and comprises PAR and strata 5, 4, and 3 that show
about 5%, 10%, and 30% of X–Y divergence, respectively)
because gene order is conserved between human and
chicken (human XAR matches with chicken chromosome
1q with almost no rearrangements; see Ross et al. 2005).
Detected rearrangements between X and Y in that region
should have occurred on the Y. We ﬁrst used the same
12 markers as in Ross et al. (2005) and evaluated the num-
ber of possible scenarios of Y inversions given the gene
orders in XAR and in its Y homolog using a method that
we developed (Braga et al. 2008). We found that there are
many scenarios in which Y inversions coincide with strata
boundaries. Using simulations with randomly distributed
inversions on Y, we found that it is unlikely that this pattern
hasemergedjustbychance.Anothersetofsimulationswith
Y inversions occurring only among strata indicates that re-
cent strata have arisen by inversions on the Y.
If Y inversions have formed the strata, by ﬁnding and
analyzing the Y regions homologous to the strata boundaries
on the X, we should be able to ﬁnd footprints of those in-
versions. To do that, we used a method designed to detect
and analyze genomic regions with breakpoints (Lemaitre
et al. 2008) and we found clear evidence of inversions asso-
ciated with duplications at the PAR/stratum 5 and the strata
5/4 boundaries. Analysis of the divergence between dupli-
cates for both boundaries allowed us to date the inversions
and is in agreement with stratum 5 being more recent than
stratum4.Thisstronglysuggeststhatinhumans,recentstrata
have arisen by inversions on the Y and provides support to
the idea Lahn and Page (1999) ﬁrst put forward that recom-
bination between X and Y stopped because of inversions on
the Y. A pair of duplicates associated with an inversion
shows evidence for gene conversion, and this suggests that
gene conversion in AMEL is in fact consistent with AMEL
spanningthestrata3/4boundary.However,wecouldnotﬁnd
either clear footprints of inversions for stratum 3 or any op-
timal scenarios consistent with the formation of stratum 3
by a single Y inversion (including all the available markers
for this stratum and not just two as in Ross et al. 2005), but
this may simply be because stratum 3 is too old, footprints
of inversions have been erased, and X–Y are too rearranged.
We discuss the case of ancient human strata.
Materials and Methods
Identiﬁcation of New Markers
AlreadyknownmarkersarefromSkaletskyetal.(2003)
and Ross et al. (2005). New markers were identiﬁed from
an alignment of the human X–Y chromosomes (from the
National Center for Biotechnology Information version 36,
hg18)usingBlastZ(Schwartzetal.2003).Localsimilarities
found with BlastZ were concatenated if they had the same
order and orientation and if they were less than 30 kb apart
onbothchromosomes.Concatenatessmallerthan30kband
those located in known ampliconic regions and in the peri-
centromeric regionswerediscarded.Wethus obtainedthree
new markers (see table 1).
Analysis of Optimal Scenarios for X–Y Rearrangements
To analyze the formation of strata 4 and 5, we ran the
software BaobabLuna (Braga et al. 2008) on the following
sequences: X 5 (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12) and
Y 5 ( 12, 11,  2,  1,  10,  9, 8,  5, 7, 6,  4, 3) with
numbers corresponding to markers in Ross et al. (2005) and
minusindicatingachangeinorientation.BaobabLunacom-
putes the minimum distance of inversions using the same
algorithm GRIMM uses, which is based on an analysis
of the breakpoint graph (Tesler 2002). In addition, it enu-
merates a set of inversions scenarios representative of all
possible scenarios that realize this distance (grouped in
classes of equivalence). This way it is possible to derive
some properties of the whole set of optimal inversion
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Markers1and2belongtostratum5,markers3to10belong
tostratum 4,andmarkers11and12belong tostratum3(see
table 1). To analyze the formation of stratum 3, we ran the
same program on the following sequences: X 5 (1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9,10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,22,
23)andY 5 (19,14, 15,12, 2, 1,13,22,20, 23,16,
 11, 10,9, 6,8,7, 5,4, 3,21,17, 18)withstratum
3 being extended from marker 11 to marker 23. We also did
the analysis without marker 23 (see Discussion).
Simulation of Inversions
Simulations were conducted to create a sequence Y
from a sequence X with a given number of inversions d.
A simulated Y sequence was made in d steps. At step i,
two positions were selected at random, and an inversion
between these two positions was produced. The inversion
was accepted only if going back from Yi (Y after i inver-
sions) to Y0 (Y without inversion 5 X) implied i inver-
sions (parsimony criterion). We stopped the process after
d parsimonious inversions. We repeated this 1,000 times
and obtained the free inversion simulations. The set of
strata-constrained simulations was obtained by adding an-
other constraint in the simulation process. The ﬁrst inver-
sion had to form stratum 3 (markers 11, 12). Then, two
inversions had to take place in the following order: one in-
version including all stratum 4 markers (with the possibility
of including some markers of stratum 3) and a second in-
version including all stratum 5 markers (with the possibility
of including some markers of strata 4 and 3). The other in-
versions occurred in a nondetermined order within the al-
ready formed strata. All inversions had to fulﬁll the
parsimony criterion (see above). Different values of d were
tested and gave very similar results. Results shown in the
paper (table 2, ﬁg. 2) are with d 5 8 (results for other val-
ues of d are shown in the supplementary data [Supplemen-
tary Material online]).
Analysis of Breakpoints
We used the method by Lemaitre et al. (2008). Brieﬂy,
this method works on breakpoint regions. A breakpoint is
deﬁned by two adjacent markers on one sequence (here X)
that are not adjacent on the homologous sequence (here Y).
By aligning an X region with a breakpoint with its two
corresponding Y regions, it is possible to locate precisely
the breakpoint and to analyze it. Alignments were per-
formed with BlastZ (Schwartz et al. 2003) on repeat-free
(usingRepeatMasker)sequences.Theminimumbreakpoint
interval is obtained by looking at the distribution of hits
using a partitioning algorithm.
Levels of Divergence Between Duplicates
Duplicatesfoundwiththemethoddescribedinthepre-
vious section were aligned on the entire Y chromosome and
no other copies were found. The level of divergence
Table 1
List of Markers on X and Y Chromosomes in Humans in This Study
Marker Name
a X Position
b Y Position
b X Order
c Y Order
c Strata References
d
PAR 0–2709520 0–2709520 0 0 PAR Lahn and Page (1999)
GYG*, ARSD*, ARSE*,
ARSF**, ADLICAN**(1)
2672359–3346731 12492110–13139179 1  6 5 *Lahn and Page (1999)
and **Skaletsky
et al. (2003)
PRK (2) 3345018–3848954 7068601–7506089 2  5 5 Lahn and Page (1999)
Anonymous 3662755–3909738 19743211–19851471 3  20 4 This article
Anonymous (3) 4110549–4490406 17583377–18076812 4 19 4 Ross et al. (2005)
Anonymous (4) 4602689–5384111 16706206–17570219 5  18 4 Ross et al. (2005)
Around NLGN4 (5) 5384848–6313029 14981290–15805945 6  15 4 Skaletsky et al. (2003)
Anonymous (6) 6594680–6624810 16664668–16691008 7 17 4 Ross et al. (2005)
Around STS (7) 6625496–7448677 15807027–16376778 8 16 4 Lahn and Page (1999)
Anonymous (8) 7449397–7646086 14794314–14971778 9 14 4 Ross et al. (2005)
Around VC (9) 7731889–7952770 14681748–14772569 10  13 4 Skaletsky et al. (2003)
Around KAL1 (10) 8388775–8678660 14456224–14455780 11  12 4 Lahn and Page (1999)
TBL1 (11) 9367582–9694004 6818075–7040054 12 4 3 (or 4)
e Skaletsky et al. (2003)
APXL 9803943–9836714 13139984–13177590 13 7 3 (or 4)
e Skaletsky et al. (2003)
Anonymous 9925052–10026743 2935524–6736276 14 2 3 (or 4)
e This article
AMEL (12) 11221454–11228802 6756180–6804332 15  3 3 Lahn and Page (1999)
TMSB4 12893995–12914689 14259652–14336452 16 11 3 Lahn and Page (1999)
TXNLG 16713573–16773411 20187740–20234258 17 22 3 Skaletsky et al. (2003)
EIF1A 20052557–20069887 21146999–21164428 18  23 3 Lahn and Page (1999)
ZF 24071318–24144376 2855296–2922379 19 1 3 Lahn and Page (1999)
MAP3/TAB3 30755480–30819301 13771944–13828537 20 9 3 This article
BCoR 39795364–39917376 20076630–20184596 21 21 3 Skaletsky et al. (2003)
CRSP2P-CASK 40392502–41667660 13240309–13592325 22 8 3 Lahn and Page (1999)
UT 44617701–44856791 13869035–14101947 23  10 3 Lahn and Page (1999)
a In brackets are indicated marker numbers in Ross et al. (2005).
b Positions on X and Y from National Center for Biotechnology Information version 36, hg18.
c Order on the X and Y chromosomes of each marker is indicated.
d Reference mentioning the markers for the ﬁrst time is shown. The three new markers that we found are mentioned.
e See section on Gene Conversion between XG Copies.
58 Lemaitre et al.between duplicates was obtained using exact pairwise
alignment tools (the Water and Matcher programs from
the EMBOSS tools suite; see Rice et al. 2000).
For the analysis of XG, we ran codeml on coding se-
quences to get dN and dS values (Yang 1997, 2007, and
PAML on the Web: http://coot.embl.de/pal2nal/; Suyama
et al. 2006). The percentage of similarity for total (coding
þ noncoding) DNA was obtained by aligning sequences
using BlastZ with the chaining option (Schwartz et al.
2003). Only blocks of more than 70% similarity were kept.
To compute the percentage of similarity, wesummed all the
identical sites and divided by the size of the X sequence.
Results and Discussion
Comparing Scenarios for X–Y Chromosomal
Rearrangements and Evolutionary Strata 4 and 5
Ross et al. (2005) presented a scenario of inversions
between the human X and Y chromosomes consistent with
the evolutionary strata 3, 4, and 5. They obtained it using
GRIMM (Tesler 2002), a software package that uses
marker order in two sequences to propose a scenario of in-
versions minimizing the total number of inversion events,
and applied it to 12 pairs of X–Y markers spanning a small
part of stratum 3, and the whole of strata 4, 5, and PAR (and
totaling 11 Mb of sequences). In the proposed scenario
(shown in ﬁg. 1), there are two large inversions that coin-
cide with strata 4 and 5 and could have formed them and
ﬁve small inversions that are included in the strata and do
not affect strata boundaries. They also found an inversion
consistent with stratum 3, but because only a small part of
this stratum was investigated, no conclusion could be
drawn. This showed for the ﬁrst time that it was possible
to ﬁnd a scenario of inversions consistent with the human
strata, at least the most recent ones (i.e., strata 4 and 5).
However, there is an ongoing debate about the relevancy
of the scenario proposed by GRIMM and other similar pro-
grams. GRIMM uses the algorithm of Hannenhalli and
Pevzner (1999) and we know that it is an accurate way
of getting the minimum number of inversions between
two sequences with different marker orders. The scenario
proposed by GRIMM, however, is only one possible opti-
malscenario(i.e.,withtheminimumnumberofinversions).
There may be many other such optimal scenarios, and
GRIMM does not offer the possibility of identifying and
analyzingthesescenarios.This,ofcourse,weakensthecon-
clusion on the evolution of human strata from the GRIMM
results. The proposed scenario is consistent with strata for-
mation, but there may be equally good scenarios not con-
sistent with strata formation. To solve this problem in
general, it was suggested to enumerate all the possible op-
timal scenarios(Siepel 2003). The result of this showed that
the number of optimal scenarios is often huge. Such an enu-
meration method is, however, too demanding in terms of
computational time. A mathematical formalism was pro-
posed to accelerate this process (Bergeron et al. 2002).
Brieﬂy, the idea is to group optimal scenarios into classes
of equivalence. All scenarios in any one of the classes are
composed of the same inversions but in different order.
Finding an efﬁcient algorithm to enumerate all classes of
equivalence remained, however, an open problem for
a few years, until Braga et al. (2008) designed and imple-
mented one, which is efﬁcient when the number of rear-
ranged markers is not too large.
We applied this method to the same 12 markers used
by Ross et al. (2005) to evaluate how their conclusion was
affected by analyzing all the optimal scenarios (see table 1
andﬁg.1formore informationaboutthese12markers).We
foundsixclassesofequivalence(i.e.,groupsofoptimalsce-
narios with the same inversions but in different order). The
solution proposed by GRIMM is in one of them, but there
are ﬁve other classes with different inversions for a total of
31,752 optimal scenarios. We then counted the number of
optimal scenarios consistent with strata 3, 4, and 5 with
strata boundaries as deﬁned in Lahn and Page (1999)
and Skaletsky et al. (2003) and corrected by Ross et al.
(2005). We expected that in the scenarios consistent with
the strata, there were three ordered inversions affecting,
ﬁrst, markers in stratum 3 (markers 11, 12); then, markers
in stratum 4 (markers 3 to 10); and ﬁnally, markers in stra-
tum 5 (markers 1, 2). A given inversion forming a stratum
had to comprise all the markers of the stratum and could
comprise additional markers from the previous stratum
( f o ri n s t a n c e ,m a r k e r s1 1a n d1 2c o u l db ei n v o l v e di n
a large inversion forming stratum 4, as in ﬁg. 1). The re-
maining inversions were small-scale ones occurring
within already formed strata. With these criteria, we found
that only one class of equivalence—the one including the
GRIMM scenario—agrees with the currently deﬁned
strata 3, 4, and 5 (see table 2). Inside this class, 420 sce-
narios were found consistent with these strata. We also
looked at scenarios consistent with three strata with differ-
ent boundaries than the ones proposed in Ross et al.
(2005),withtwostrata,withonestratumonly,andwithout
strata (see table 2). In each case, we found a number of
optimalscenariosconsistentwiththetestedstratastructure
depending on the classes (see table 2). When pooling re-
sults for all classes, we found more optimal scenarios for
the currently deﬁned three strata (420) than for the alter-
native three strata (120), but there are more scenarios for
two strata (2,520) and one stratum (2,520), and even more
Table 2
Analysis of All the Optimal Scenarios for X–Y
Rearrangements
Classes of
Equivalence
Curr. Three
Strata
Alt. Three
Strata
Two
Strata
One
Stratum
No
Strata Total
1 420 0 2,520 0 7,140 10,080
2 0 0 0 1,260 8,820 10,080
3 0 0 0 1,260 8,820 10,080
4 0 120 0 0 216 336
5 0 0 0 0 336 336
6 0 0 0 0 840 840
Total 420 120 2,520 2,520 26,172 31,752
NOTE.—The12markersfromRossetal.(2005)havebeenused(seealsotable1).
Classes of equivalence group scenarios with the same inversions but in different
orders (Braga et al. 2008). Curr. Three Strata are the strata deﬁned by Ross et al.
(2005). Alt. Three Strata are alternative strata with the following deﬁnition: stratum
5 5 {1,2,3};stratum4 5 {4,...,10};andstratum3 5 {11,12}.Twostrata:{1,2}
and{3,...,12}.Onestratum:{1,...,12}.Subtotals andgrandtotalareindicated. All
the classes of equivalence are described in the supplementary data (Supplementary
Material online).
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three strata.
Wethenperformedsimulationswithrandominversions
in order to help us interpret the data. We did a ﬁrst round of
simulationswithfreeinversions(seeMaterialsandMethods)
among12markerswiththenumberofinversionsbeingequal
to the observed number for the human X–Y data of Ross
et al. (2005). In the second round of simulations, the idea
was to model the formation of strata by inversions. We sim-
ulated inversions that were constrained by three strata with
boundaries mimicking the currently deﬁned strata3, 4, and 5
(see Materials and Methods). In the process of simulations,
inversions had to be ordered (starting with the oldest strata
markers and ﬁnishing with the youngest) and had to respect
strata boundaries. Small inversions could occur in already
formed strata only. We called this set of simulations the
‘‘strata-constrained inversions.’’ We then ran the method
ofBragaetal.(2008)onthesimulatedsequences(comparing
each time the initial sequence and one sequence with simu-
lated inversions). This generated distributions of parameters
such as total number of optimal scenarios, total number of
classes of equivalence, and others. The mean values of these
parameters are shown in table 3. We compared the distribu-
tions of free versus strata-constrained simulations by using
nonparametric statistics. For all of them, the distributions
for free and strata-constrained simulations are signiﬁcantly
different (see table 3). The most relevant parameter is prob-
ably the number of optimal scenarios consistent with the
three strata over the total number of optimal scenarios
(#strata_scen/#tot_scen). We found that this parameter is
signiﬁcantly smaller for free than for strata-constrained sim-
ulations(P, 10
 16).Figure2showsthe distributions ofthis
parameterforthetwosetsofsimulations.Theobservedvalue
for the human XY data (from table 2) is a clear outlier in the
‘‘free’’ distribution.Wegeta Pvalueof0.009fromthiscom-
parison, which means that it is very unlikely that the inver-
sions between X and Y (in the region studied by Ross et al.
2005) occurred freely along the Y sequence without any
constraints.Thecomparisonoftheobservedvalueof#strata_
scen/#tot_scen for the human XY data with the distribution
of the same parameter for the strata-constrained simulations
resulted in a nonsigniﬁcant P value, which means that the
process used to simulate this set may be the same for the
human sex chromosomes. Although the two sets of simula-
tions that we generated are extreme cases and we did not in-
vestigate intermediary cases, these results suggest that the
hypothesis that evolutionary strata 4 and 5 (no conclusion
can be drawn for stratum 3, see above) have been formed
by Y inversions is a likely hypothesis.
Looking at Chromosomal Breakpoints Near Strata 4 and
5 Boundaries
A strong piece of evidence for the model of Y inver-
sions putforwardbyLahnandPage(1999)wouldbetoﬁnd
a region spanning a strata boundary on the X chromosome
matching with two broken bits on the Y chromosome. At
the pseudoautosomal boundary, the Y copy of the XG gene
is truncated. If stratum 5 had been formed by a Y inversion,
we should be able to ﬁnd the missing bit of XG at the end of
the putative inversions having formed stratum 5 on the Y
chromosome (upstream of marker 1 on the Y sequence on
ﬁg. 1). The same rationale can be applied to stratum 4. To
check this, we used a method to precisely detect and ana-
lyze chromosomal breakpoints in sequences. This method
starts with a BlastZ (Schwartz et al. 2003) comparison be-
tween two sequences where there is a breakpoint (Lemaitre
et al. 2008). It maps all the hits on the sequences and uses
the distribution of hits to ﬁnd the minimum interval where
the breakpoint is (see Materials and Methods). It gives a
precise picture of the similarities at breakpoints.
FIG. 1.—A possible scenario for the X–Y rearrangements and the evolution of recent human strata (adapted from Ross et al. 2005). This scenario
has been obtained by GRIMM using 12 markers covering PAR, stratum 5, stratum 4, and the beginning of stratum 3. Strata deﬁnitions are from Ross
et al. (2005). See the list of markers in table 1. Inversions that coincide with strata and that could have formed them are indicated in red. Other
inversions are in brown.
60 Lemaitre et al.Figure 3A shows the results for PAR/stratum 5. We
found similarities between X and Y at the end of the
PARregion(from2.67to2.71MbonbothXandYsequen-
ces). This includes the part of the XG gene found both in X
and Y that deﬁnes the human pseudoautosomal boundary.
Interestingly, we also found similarities between PAR and
a sequence around position 13 Mb of the Y chromosome
that happens to be one of the ends of stratum 5 on that chro-
mosome. These similarities extend over 40 kb and mirror
thesimilaritiesfoundinthePAR,which clearly indicates an
inverted duplication. Instead of ﬁnding only the missing bit
of the XG region when looking at the end of stratum 5 in the
Y chromosome, we thus found an inverted duplication of
almost the entire XG region. Analysis of the strata 4/5
boundary gave very similar results (see ﬁg. 3B). Again,
the dot plot indicates duplications with similarities between
the X region from 3.66 to 3.74 Mb (end of stratum 5) and
both Y regions from 7.06 to 7.18 Mb (end of stratum 5) and
from 19.72to 19.8 Mb (beginning of stratum 4).Duplicated
sequences ﬂanking stratum 4 suggest again a single inver-
sion event spanning the whole stratum 4. In ﬁgure 3C,w e
show the duplicates and their orientations on the X and Y
sequences for PAR/stratum 5 and stratum 5/stratum 4.
Inversions are often found associated with duplica-
tions (Casals and Navarro 2007; Kehrer-Sawatzki and
Cooper 2008). This association has been interpreted ﬁrst
as the result of nonallelic homologous recombination be-
tween duplicates. Indeed, there are well-documented cases
of such a mechanism. In humans for instance, there is
a polymorphic inversion on chromosome Xq28 that in-
cludes the FLNA and EMD loci and that is ﬂanked by in-
verted duplicates. It was shown that these inverted
duplicates are present in all placental mammals and that
there is a recurrent inversion of the segment between these
duplicates in several mammalian lineages (Ca ´ceres et al.
2007). However, some inversions come from another
mechanism (Casals and Navarro 2007; Kehrer-Sawatzki
and Cooper 2008). Human and chimp genomes differ by
severalchromosomalrearrangements.Oneofthemisaperi-
centric inversion in the chromosome 10 of chimpanzee in
the region around the SLCO1B3 gene. A comparison be-
tween humans and chimps revealed that this pericentric in-
version produced a duplication found only in chimps,
which suggests that the inversion generated the duplication
and not the contrary (Kehrer-Sawatzki et al. 2005). More
recently, a multigenome comparison in Drosophila re-
vealed that 60% of the inversions produced duplications
and were formed by a mechanism called isochromatid
model with staggered single-strand breaks (Ranz et al.
2007). In this mechanism, two pairs of staggered single-
strand breaks result in long 5# overhangs, which can then
be ﬁlled in by DNA synthesis. When followed by a repair
pathway called nonhomologous end joining, this results in
an inversion ﬂanked by inverted duplications of the sequen-
ces between the paired single-strand breaks (Ranz et al.
2007).
Both models could explain our results. A Y-speciﬁc
duplication could have occurred and then an inversion be-
tween the duplicates in agreement with the nonallelic re-
combination model. The Y inversion itself could have
produced the duplicates as in the isochromatid model.
We tend to favor the latter because it is more parsimonious
(oneevent—theinversion—intheisochromatidmodel with
staggered single-strand breaks instead of two events—a du-
plication and an inversion—in the nonallelic recombination
model). In ﬁgure 3D, we show a scenario of the formation
ofstrata4and 5consistent with theisochromatidmodel,but
in any case, our results clearly point toward a single
inversion event spanning the whole stratum 5 and another
similar event for stratum 4. An important point is that the
orientation of the duplicates is fully compatible with two
large inversions giving rise to stratum 4 ﬁrst and then to
stratum 5 (see ﬁg. 3D). Indeed, if we invert stratum 5 back
in place on the Y chromosome, the duplicates for stratum 4
Table 3
Comparison of Free and Strata-Constrained Simulations and True X–Y Sequences
#tot_
scen
#strata_
scen
#strata_
scen/#tot_scen
#tot_
class
#strata_
class
#strata_
class/# tot_class
Observed XY 31,752 420 0.0132 6 1 0.167
Free simulations 36,100 12 0.0004 173 0.323 0.0019
Strata-constrained simulations 41,700 406 0.0135 191 6.91 0.0544
P values, free
versus strata-constrained
,10
 5 ,10
 16 ,10
 16 ,10
 3 ,10
 16 ,10
 16
NOTE.—Values are medians of the distribution of the different parameters. Parameters are #tot_scen 5 total number of optimal scenarios; #strata_scen 5 number of
scenariosconsistentwiththethreecurrentlystrata3,4,5;#tot_class 5 totalnumberofclassesofequivalence;#strata_class 5 numberofclassesofequivalenceconsistentwith
thethreecurrentlydeﬁnedstrata3,4,5.Statisticaltestsarenonparametrictests(Wilcoxon)forcomparingmediansoftwodistributions.ObservedvaluesforXYarefromtable2.
FIG. 2.—Distributions of the number of optimal scenarios consistent
with the human strata 4 and 5 over the total number of optimal scenarios
(#strata_scen/#total_scen) for free and strata-constrained simulated
sequences. Free simulations have been obtained by random inversions
(black boxes). Strata-constrained simulations have been obtained by
simulating formation of strata by inversions (using currently deﬁned strata
3, 4, and 5 for humans) with additional small inversions occurring within
strata after their formation (white boxes). See main text (Materials and
Methods, Results, and Discussion) for more details. #strata_scen/
#total_scen values for simulated sequences have been obtained using
the Braga et al. (2008) program. The value observed for the true X–Y
sequences is indicated by a red arrow.
Inversions and the Evolution of Sex Chromosomes 61are in inverted orientation. We also compared the X and Y
duplicated sequences found at PAR/stratum 5 and strata 4/5
(see Materials and Methods). The level of divergence be-
tween duplicated segments is 30% for PAR/stratum 5
and 50% for strata 4/5, which is fully consistent with the
fact that the formation of stratum 5 is more recent than
the formation of stratum 4. However, the divergence is
clearly higher than the reported divergence for stratum 5
62 Lemaitre et al.(5%) and stratum 4 (10–15%) (see Iwase et al. 2003; Ska-
letsky et al. 2003; Ross et al. 2005). This may be because
these estimates of divergence and ours have been obtained
by different methods. In previous work, the estimates
mainly came from the comparison of synonymous sites
of coding regions (dS values). Our estimates have been ob-
tained on X and Y regions that include nonhomologous se-
quences (i.e., DNA repeats and other inserted/deleted
sequences), which decreases the quality of the global align-
ment and increases divergence. Nevertheless, our results
strongly suggest that there are footprints of inversions at
the recent strata boundaries and that these inversions have
produced the strata.
Evidence for Gene Conversion Between XG Copies
A more careful analysis of the divergence pattern be-
tween the pair of duplicates (namely the XG gene) associ-
ated with the stratum 5 inversion gave unexpected results.
XG has three copies—the X copy (XG-X) and two Y copies:
the one in the PAR (XG-Y1) and the entire copy in the non-
recombining Y, hereafter called NRY (XG-Y2). XG-Y1 and
a part of XG-X are in the PAR and are nearly identical. We
obtained from ENSEMBL v49 the sequences of XG-X and
XG-Y2. XG-Y2 is clearly a pseudogene because it has two
premature stop codons compared with XG-X (data not
shown). We ﬁrst computed the dN and dS using PAML
(Yang 1997, 2007) for the exons of these copies (see ﬁg.
4). Surprisingly, we found very different results for the part
common to XG-X, XG-Y1, and XG-Y2 (hereafter called XG-
5#) and for the other part (found only in XG-X and XG-Y2,
hereafter called XG-3#). XG-5# has a lower dS value (0.060)
than XG-3# (0.091), and XG-5# has a much lower dN/dS ra-
tio (0.019) than XG-3# (1.01). The results for XG-3# are in
agreement with XG-Y2 being a pseudogene (dN/dS ratio of
1),butthelowerdSvalueandthemuchlowerdN/dSratiofor
XG-5# suggests genetic exchanges from the functional XG-
X to the nonfunctional XG-Y2. This is striking because XG-
Y2 is in the NRY and is not expected to recombine. The
analysis of total DNA (including exons and introns) con-
ﬁrmed the results for the exons only (see ﬁg. 4). We found
a higher percentage of similarity for XG-5# (83.26%) than
for XG-3# (67.32%) when comparing XG-X and XG-Y2.
Genetic exchanges from XG-X to XG-Y2 are not expected.
This could have happened by X–Y gene conversion involv-
ing XG-X and XG-Y2 or by Y–Y gene conversion involving
XG-Y1 and XG-Y2. We know that Y–Y gene conversion
exists in humans because evidence of strong gene conver-
sion has been found among Y genes of the same multigene
families (Rozen et al. 2003; Bhowmick et al. 2007). The
drop in divergence between XG-X and XG-Y2 seems to
lie in a region of about 8 kb where both copies share more
than 95% of identity, which is consistent with a single very
recent event of gene conversion.
These results have important implications for AMEL.
The boundary between strata 3 and 4 was thought to lie
within AMEL because of a drop of divergence from 30%
to 10% within this gene (Iwase et al. 2003). But AMELY
is not truncated and this was considered as evidence that
there was no inversion affecting AMEL. AMEL was clearly
a problem for the Lahn and Page (1999) model of strata
formation by Y inversion until it was found that AMELX
and AMELY showed evidence for gene conversion, which
could explain the peculiar divergence pattern of AMEL
(Marais and Galtier 2003; Ross et al. 2005). The strata
FIG. 4.—Divergence patterns among XG copies. The three copies of
XG are shown—the X copy (XG-X) and two Y copies: the one in the PAR
(XG-Y1) and the entire copy in the NRY (XG-Y2). XG-Y1 and XG-Y2 are
the inverted duplicates shown in red in ﬁgure 3. XG-X and XG-Y2 have
been compared. Two regions were deﬁned: XG-5# (1–29,500) and XG-3#
(29,500–63,854). dS and dN were estimated using PAML and the
percentage of similarity for total DNA was obtained using BlastZ (see
Material and Methods). Gray arrows indicate possible events of gene
conversion.
 
FIG. 3.—Analysis of breakpoints at strata and PAR boundaries in humans. (A) Dot plot for the PAR/stratum 5 boundary. This shows the
similarities between the X region at the PAR/stratum 5 boundary with two ‘‘broken’’ regions on the Y. It clearly shows that the X region is duplicated
on the Y (with one duplicate being inverted). Total length of the region 5 45 kb. (B) Dot plot for the strata 4/5 boundary. This shows the similarities
between the X region at the strata 4/5 boundary with two broken regions on the Y. It clearly shows that the X region is duplicated on the Y (both Y
duplicates are in inverted orientation compared with the X homologous region). Total length of the region 5 110 kb. See main text (Materials and
Methods, Results, and Discussion) for more details. (C) Picture showing the location and orientation of the duplications on the chromosomes X and Y.
On the Y chromosome, stratum 5 is ﬂanked by duplication of the PAR/stratum 5 region of the X (shown in red), which indicates a large inversion
spanning the entire stratum 5. Duplicates of the strata 4/5 region of the X are found at the ends of stratum 5 and stratum 4 (shown in green). This deﬁnes
a large inversion spanning the whole stratum 4. Importantly, duplicates are in an orientation consistent with two large inversions that have formed
stratum 4 ﬁrst and then stratum 5. (D) Sketch showing the scenario with two inversions for the formation of strata 4 and 5 under the isochromatid model
with staggered single-strand breaks (see Ranz et al. 2007). The ﬁrst inversion reduces the size of the PAR and forms stratum 4 with two inverted
duplicates ﬂanking the inversion. The second inversion reduces further the size of the PAR and forms stratum 5 with two inverted duplicates ﬂanking
the inversion. Note that duplicates associated with the formation of stratum 4 are no longer inverted because one of them is involved in the inversion
that has formed stratum 5. Lines with arrows indicate inversions. In (C) and (D): Blocks of similarities are indicated by blue boxes and shadows. Black
lines indicate large stretches of nonhomologous sequences. Sizes of boxes and lines are not in scale.
Inversions and the Evolution of Sex Chromosomes 633/4 boundary has been put between KAL1X and TBL1X by
Ross et al. (2005), but this boundary is still debated. Our
results on XG suggest that the strata 3/4 boundary could
be in AMEL. An inversion could have formed stratum 3
and produced two copies of AMEL on the Y chromosome
with one copy being complete. The same kind of conﬁgu-
ration as for XG could have existed with a part of AMELX
and a truncated AMELY in the PAR and an entire AMELY in
the NRY with a possibility of gene conversion between
these copies. This would have produced the divergence pat-
tern that we now observed when comparing AMELX and
AMELY, which resembles that of XG-X and XG-Y2.W e
looked for a truncated AMELY by BlastZ search (AMELY
against the whole Y chromosome) and found no other hit
than AMELY itself. However, the formation of stratum 3 is
an ancient event and the truncated AMELY, which was
made a pseudogene at that time, may well no longer be rec-
ognizable or may have been deleted.
Discussing the Case of the Ancient Human Strata
Following Ross et al. (2005), we focused mainly on
strata 4 and 5 in all previous sections of Results and Dis-
cussion. In the ﬁrst section, wehadsome markers from stra-
tum 3, but they have been mainly used to delimit stratum 4,
and stratum 3 was not analyzed entirely. We only included
two stratum 3 markers as in Ross et al. (2005). In this sec-
tion, we address the question whether stratum 3 was formed
by a singleinversion onthe Ychromosome. We usedallthe
markers available in the literature for stratum 3 plus 3 new
markers that we found when looking for similarities be-
tween the X and Y sequences. In total, we had 23 markers
(stratum5:2,stratum4:7 þ 1new,stratum3:11 þ 2new)
thatwiththePARcoveredtheﬁrst45MboftheX(seetable
1). We ran our method on the set of 23 markers. We could
still ﬁnd optimal scenarios consistent with the formation of
strata 4 and 5 by Y inversions, which shows that the con-
clusions obtained with 12 markers remain unchanged by
adding more markers. We could not, however, ﬁnd any sce-
nario consistent with the formation of stratum 3 by a Y in-
version (using strata 3/4 boundary as in Ross et al. 2005).
There are several explanations for that. One is that the
strata 3/4 boundary is not well deﬁned and this may affect
the results. When we put the strata 3/4 boundary at AMELX
(byremovingtheAMELmarkerandputting theboundaryat
its place), the results remain unchanged. The second pos-
sible explanation is that stratum 3 was formed by a mech-
anism different from Y inversions. Consistent with this
idea, we analyzed stratum 3 with our method (Lemaitre
et al. 2008) but we could ﬁnd no clear evidence (no dupli-
cations)oflarge inversionsaswefoundforstrata5and4.In
S. latifolia—a dioecious plant with recently evolved (,10
mya) sex chromosomes—three strata have already evolved
(Nicolas et al. 2005; Bergero et al. 2007). Maps for the X
and Y chromosomes are being developed, and preliminary
datasuggestthatstratum2mayhavebeenformedbyalarge
paracentric inversion butforstrata 1and 3themechanismis
less clear (Bergero et al. 2008). Stratum 3 may have been
formed by translocation in some S. latifolia populations but
not all, which suggests that other type of chromosomal re-
arrangements than inversion could form strata. However,
the only translocation that has affected the human stratum
3 seems to be the translocation of the entire XAR (see Ross
et al. 2005), and it is not clear why this would have stopped
recombinationatsomepartofXAR(e.g.,stratum3)andnot
others(strata 5, 4,andthecurrentPAR). Moreover,absence
of footprints ofan inversion spanning stratum 3maysimply
be due to a too high level of divergence between X and Y
sequences for this stratum.
A third explanation is that stratum 3 is not just one
stratum, but several. It is interesting to notice that more an-
cient strata get larger and larger. Stratum 1 alone covers the
whole q arm of the X chromosome (Lahn and Page 1999;
Skaletskyetal.2003).This,ofcourse,issurprisingandmay
be simply due to the difﬁculty in identifying distinct strata
when these strata are ancient. Stratum 3 may well include
several strata that were formed successively in a short pe-
riod of time and that are no longer distinguishable simply
because the levels of divergence between the X and Y se-
quences in these strata are very similar. Another line of ev-
idencesupportingthishypothesisisthatasimilarnumberof
strata has been observed in recent and ancient heteromor-
phic sex chromosomes. Ancient sex chromosomes such as
that of humans and chicken have ﬁve and three strata, re-
spectively (Ross et al. 2005; Nam and Ellegren 2008), and
recently evolved but already differentiated XY such as that
of S. latifolia also have three strata (Nicolas et al. 2005;
Bergero et al. 2007, 2008). This suggests that strata can ac-
cumulate at a fast rate and that in old sex chromosomes, old
strata may not be distinguishable.
Interestingly, it is possible to ﬁnd an optimal scenario
consistent with the markers in stratum 3 up to CASK, which
suggests that stratum 3 could comprise a ﬁrst stratum from
the strata 3/4 boundary (either between KAL1X and TBL1X
or at AMELX)t oCASK and another one including UTX.We
know that heterozygotes for an inversion have recombina-
tion suppressed at the inversion. Inhibition of the molecular
mechanism of recombination or selection against gametes
with chromosomal rearrangements could explain this sup-
pression. The suppression is complete for pericentric inver-
sions, but for paracentric inversions, it is stronger at the
inversion breakpoints (Navarro et al. 1997; Andolfatto
et al. 2001). For sufﬁciently large paracentric inversions,
recombination is not suppressed in the middle of the inver-
sion. Indeed, for such inversions, the probability of two
crossovers occurring within the inversion (and avoiding
chromosomal rearrangements) can be high. All this seems
to be true also for inversions affecting sex chromosomes in
Drosophilaamericana(McAllister2003;Evansetal.2007)
and the black muntjac (Zhou et al. 2008). Recombination
between sex chromosomes will be suppressed efﬁciently
with relatively small inversions only, which reinforces
the idea that the ancient strata that we have deﬁned based
on the X–Y divergence, such as stratum 3, are in fact a
mosaic of smaller strata that are no longer distinguishable.
Concluding Remarks
Our results strongly suggest that strata 4 and 5—the
most recent strata in humans—were formed by Y inver-
sions, which give support to the model proposed by Lahn
and Page (1999) that X–Y recombination has been
64 Lemaitre et al.suppressed by Y inversions. For stratum 3—an older stra-
tum—we could not ﬁnd evidence for such a Y inversion.
This may be due to a wrong deﬁnition of the strata 3/4
boundary, to the formation of stratum 3 by a mechanism
different from Y inversions or more likely to the existence
of several strata (maybe two) within stratum 3 (see section
on discussing the case of the ancient human strata). This
illustrates the difﬁculty of working on an ancient stratum;
stratum 3 was formed before the radiation of the principal
placental mammalian orders (Lahn and Page 1999). In
such an ancient stratum, high levels of X–Y divergence,
paucity of Y markers, Y deletions in great number, and
a multitude of X–Y rearrangements make reliable inferen-
ces difﬁcult. The task is even more difﬁcult for strata 1 and
2. These strata were formed at the very early stages of the
XY evolution probably before the placental–marsupial split
(Lahn and Page 1999, for the age of the human XY; see
Rens et al. 2007; Potrzebowski et al. 2008; Veyrunes
et al. 2008). These strata are extremely differentiated, with
only a handful of markers still detectable on both sex chro-
mosomes and with a massive gene loss on the Y chromo-
some (stratum 1: X 5 588 genes, Y 5 3 genes; stratum 2:
X 5 151, Y 5 2 genes, from ENSEMBL v49 data). More-
over, the X region with strata 1, 2, and its homolog in
chicken are rearranged (see Ross et al. 2005) and the ab-
sence of outgroups makes almost impossible thereconstruc-
tion of the X–Y rearrangements for these strata. We
probablyneedto lookat more recentlyevolved sexchromo-
some systems such as S. latifolia XY to obtain more data on
the formation of strata, especially the ﬁrst ones.
Supplementary Material
Supplementary data are available at Genome Biology
and Evolution online (http://www.oxfordjournals.org/our_
journals/gbe/).
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